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Abstract

North Avondale is currently a community divided.  Reading Road, one of the highest trafficked roads in 
Cincinnati, splits the neighborhood into two separate sections.  Each side of Reading Road contains beau-
tiful historic mansions and apartments.  The goal of this project is to create a bridge in between these two 
sides and give the neighborhood a place to live, work, and play.  The first major obstacle is Reading Road.  
Pedestrianizing the street and adding bike lanes encourages both walkability and bikability.  The next step 
would be to create a mixed-use center along between Avondale Avenue and Barry Lane along Reading 
Road.  At the heart of this district would be a new park at the intersection of Reading and Paddock Roads.  
This would create the ever-desired Third Place where residents can gather and socialize.  Along with the 
new business district, there would be the revitalization of the Debbe Lane Apartments.  This would involve 
creating an additional street with numerous townhomes, live/work units, and green spaces.  The final phase 
would be the renovation of Seasongood Square at the southern end of the district at Clinton Springs Av-
enue and Reading Road.  The renovated park would include a new apartment building to add eyes on the 
park, new playgrounds, a picnic area, and space for a community garden.

Primary Project Image
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North Avondale has a very unique set of challenges.  The site is along one of the busiest corridors in the city.  
This creates a difficult area due to traffic noise and safety issues with cars driving at a high rate of speed.  The 
neighborhood itself has never had a true business district.  There were a few small businesses located along 
Reading Road, but only a five have remained in the recent years.  

The site itself is a large vacant lot with over 75,000 SF of open space.  The adjoining lots total to over 590,000 
SF.  The expanded site is intended to create a small downtown scale project rather than a small single-site 
retail center.  The site sits at the high point of Reading Road overlooking the valley leading into the City of 
Norwood.  The sweeping views encourage low and mid rise buildings to maximize the site’s potential while 
still keeping with the character of the neighborhood.  

The site is surrounded by mostly single family houses on the side streets around Reading Road.  Directly 
adjoining the site is the Lenox Garage, a prominent three-level sandstone parking garage, two single-level 
commercial buildings, a four-level condominium building, and a golf course on the northern end.  

The southern site is an existing park, Seasongood Square.  It is book-ended by the Belvedere and a large 
stone church.  The park feels isolated with buildings only facing two sides.  Additionally, the area around the 
park feels empty and void of residents.  A large parking lot and number of mid-century buildings occupy 
the surrounding lots which do not contribute to the neighborhood character.
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North Avondale has seen many changes over the past century.  The vast majority of the historic structures 
have been maintained as well as much of the original infrastructure.  However, there are a number of sites 
around the neighborhood where the original buildings have been removed and the original street pattern 
has changed.  

The graphic below shows the land that is underutilized in the neighborhood.  There are high concentrations 
mainly along Reading Road at Paddock Road and Clinton Springs.  The Reading and Paddock intersection 
has been a victim to auto-oriented development.  There are narrow sidewalks and a swooping turn lane 
where traffic rarely needs to stop.  At the southern gateway at Reading Road and Clinton Springs Avenue the 
original street network has been altered to allow Dana Avenue to transition into Clinton Springs Avenue.  
This creates an awkward triangle shaped lot on the south eastern side of the intersection.

These sites require additional focus to repair the damage that has been done and create a true amenity for 
the neighborhood out of its few poor design decisions that have occurred over the last century.
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North Avondale has a unique problem with its block structure.  The area was one of the first automobile 
suburbs in Cincinnati and was not designed to be walkable.  There neighborhood has sidewalks and a few 
existing pedestrian cut-throughs, but has block lengths that are over the walk-friendly 1,600 ft perimeter.  

Zooming into the neighborhood, you can see that the majority of the buildings located around the north 
site are single family.  There are very few commercial buildings that cluster around the intersection of Pad-
dock and Reading Roads.  There is another small cluster of apartments and multi-family buildings in this 
area as well.  The majority of buildings around the site are single family homes.

The character of North Avondale is what truly defines the neighborhood.  The frontage analysis seeks to 
define which buildings fit with this character, while others do not.  The incohesive look around the Reading 
& Paddock Road intersection feeds into the disheveled appearance of North Avondale from people passing 
through on Reading Road.  

A positive attribute about North Avondale is its home values.  The home prices in the neighborhood are well 
above average for the city and are nearly triple the value of homes located just south of the neighborhood.  
This makes the area more desirable for development of housing and retail.
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Underutilized Land

The case study for North Avondale was a neighboring community just across I-71.  Oakley is a middle-class 
neighborhood in Cincinnati that has seen a dramatic amount of development along its business district.  
The neighborhood is situated near one of Cincinnati’s wealthier business districts, Hyde Park.  The area has 
easy highway access and a tight knit urban street grid.  However, most of the development that has occurred 
in the area has been medium density rental apartments that are located in large parking lots.  This design 
does not seem to incorporate the new construction into the historic fabric of the neighborhood.  The adja-
cent commercial development is very typical of standard big box suburban retail centers.  

The people that are attracted to this area typically younger millennials that work nearby or in downtown but 
do not want to make the leap into inner city living.  The bars and restaurants in the area are popular with 
this crowd along with the older residents that have lived in the neighborhood for years.  

The historic business district itself is largely intact around the public square in the middle of Madison Road.  
However, the northern section of the district has a number of shops that have front parking lots and deep 
setbacks that take away from the walkable character of the southern part of the district.
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Framework Plan

The framework plan for North Avondale lays the groundwork for the master plan.  There should be a focus 
of mixed-use development along Reading Road.  The green spaces at either end of the plan allow for gate-
way spaces that begin the transition into the neighborhood.  The two largest intersections at Reading & Pad-
dock and Reading & Clinton Springs need to be reduced so pedestrians can easily cross the street instead of 
the existing swooping turn lanes that are not safe.  Finally, the large backyards and garages allow for acces-
sory units to be utilized behind many of the larger homes in the neighborhood.  These units can be rented to 
young professionals, Xavier University students, or used as granny flats.  This flexible housing option allows 
for higher density without large scale construction.  
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Framework Plan

The master plan for North Avondale involved two sites along the business district that runs from Dana Ave 
to Asmann Ave.  The residential site is located on the southern end of the district between Burton Ave and 
Clinton Springs Ave.  This involves revitalizing Seasongood Square along with the redevelopment of the 
surrounding properties.  The northern site focuses on the large vacant lot at the intersection of Reading Rd 
and Paddock Rd.  This involves a mixed-use development creating a walkable and bikable core for North 
Avondale.  
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Master Plan Diagrams
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The south site serves as the green gateway into North Avondale.  This plan involves revitalizing Seasongood 
Square while developing a small part of the southwest corner of the park.  With the addition of a long condo 
building along the northwest edge of the park, there would now be a backdrop for the park compared to the 
neglected sides of apartment buildings.  This revitalized park would have a new playground, picnic space, 
and room for a community garden without cutting down the shade trees that already exist in the park.  
Across Reading Road the existing Marion Park would be greatly expanded to better tie into Seasongood 
Square.  This would allow for better sight lines of the two spaces especially from Clinton Springs.  The ex-
pansion of Marion Park also gives the illusion the original street grid where Marion Avenue used to connect 
to Reading Road.  The addition of mansion apartments fill in the single lots that are vacant and provide an 
option for existing residents to age in place in homes that still maintain the character of the neighborhood.  
The final addition to the south site is the redevelopment of the parking lot and apartments in between Dana 
Ave and Burton Pl.  Adding townhomes along Dana and Burton would line the sides of the u-shaped apart-
ment building in the center that is commonly found on Reading Rd.  The townhomes would have the option 
of becoming live/work units where a very small professional office such as an architect, interior designer, 
or engineer could have a separate office on the main floor with a townhouse above.  This plan would ideally 
create a welcoming entrance to the neighborhood while providing many healthy activities for the residents 
within their own neighborhood.
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The north site is the true heart of North Avondale.  Creating a mixed-use downtown focusing in between 
Avondale Ave and Debbe Ln would enliven Reading Rd and bridge the two sides of the neighborhood.  The 
crown jewel of the neighborhood will be the park located along Reading Rd and Barry Ln.  This park is per-
fectly enclosed by a large signature building on the north edge, a crescent of mixed-use buildings along the 
south edge, and mixed-use buildings along the eastern side.  This park would become the third place where 
neighbors can gather and socialize while running errands or enjoying a coffee.  
This intersection is also the high point in North Avondale.  Prominent buildings on the other three corners 
would allow the buildings to have sweeping views of the Norwood valley.  The most urban stretch of the 
development is between Avondale Ave and Barry Ln.  This would create a natural visual barrier for drivers 
to slow down and for pedestrians to feel comfortable walking along Reading Rd.  
The plan reuses the historic buildings in the district.  The Lenox Garage would once again become a parking 
garage, but maintaining the storefronts on the ground floor.  The existing police station & fire station would 
become a space for a restaurant with the garage doors opening to outdoor seating when the weather per-
mits.  
The final aspect of the design is the redevelopment of the Debbe Ln Apartments.  The strategic demolition 
of three buildings would allow for 33 new townhomes to be built that would add to the consumer base 
that would support the new downtown.  This site would have a small green square in the back and a large 
common lawn space along Reading Rd that leads to the golf course.  Mansion apartments are again used to 
transition from the downtown area into the historic single family areas of North Avondale creating a seam-
less transition from lower to higher density.
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North Site & Street Section
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The signature building across from the triangle park is also designed to become a small health food store 
when the demand is enough to sustain the store.  The footprint allows for multiple uses until this time 
comes.  There is ample parking located throughout the north site.  Tucking parking behind the buildings in 
multiple locations, along with the Lenox Garage allows for 471 spaces off-street and 326 spaces on-street.

The extension of Glen Lyon Ave to Debbe Ln allows for better walkability along with access to parking lots 
located in the back.  This street better connects the business district with the surrounding neighborhood.  

The road diet along Reading Rd allows for the addition of bike lanes protected by parking lanes that would 
not be restricted by rush hour, widening the sidewalk from 5-6 ft to 11 ft with street trees, and two travel 
lanes with a center turn lane where needed.  The street would become much friendly to both pedestrians 
and bikers while the soon-complete MLK interchange will ease traffic traveling north from the hospitals.

Finally, the consolidation of bus stops along Reading Rd to just two amenity rich stops would allow for 
better metro efficiency and more enjoyable places to wait for Metro.  These stops would be in the same style 
as the Metro Plus stops located in CUF and Corryville.  Stops with adequate benches, shelter, and arrival 
boards would encourage North Avondale residents to utilize metro on one of Metro’s busiest v

Reading Rd Section



The plan for North Avondale seeks to bring together the two sides of the neighborhood that are split by 
Reading Rd.  By pedestrianizing Reading Rd and strategic development and redevelopment, the neighbor-
hood would be able to have a true downtown where residents can get their basic necessities without the use 
of a car.  The plan creates two social hubs, one in the north and one in the south.  These sites would become 
the gathering places and the outdoor living rooms of North Avondale.  With greater accessibility to ameni-
ties without using a car, the residents of North Avondale will be happier, healthier, and finally be brought 
together.
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